ERRATA LIST
Page 68: the subtitle under graphic is missing one word, it should be: black = light off

Page 153: Graphic: Fourth Set-up: in the set-up graphic is a mistake of order of coloured squares: second line (Driver). See correct version next page.

Page 155: Graphics: in the set-up graphics are missing small coloured squares for the first two braids: the second line of small coloured squares (Code: time line) should be identical and complete as the row above (Code: channel definition). See correct version next page.

Page 172: Paragraph 2: final sentence: the sentence should be: “The generated sound is playing increasing and decreasing pitch scales.”

Page 173: Paragraph 2: third sentence: the sentence should be: “It creates “fairly pure” pitches in form of a “gliding scale” (…).”

Page 211: Graphic: the word Notation should be aligned parallel to the word composition and programming (aligned left side of words). See correct version next page.
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